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INTRODUCTION
As COVID-19 arrived last spring, brands of all sizes cut their marketing efforts to preserve budgets and profits. 
Awareness efforts, in particular, quickly took a back seat as even massive multinationals like Coca-Cola, General 
Motors and Netflix slammed the brakes on their brand building.* 

After more than a year of living in a pandemic, the world is acclimating to new realities, and marketers need to 
think about using both activation and brand marketing tactics instead of doubling down on the former. There is 
no short-selling the importance of being able to engage those who are ready to purchase, but effective marketing 
needs more than mid- and lower-funnel activations—even in a pandemic. 

Conversion-oriented marketing has been the marketing industry darling for some time. It’s attractive because it 
drives sales in this quarter, not the next—and immediate gratification carries weight. Shortening CMO tenures 
and reporting cycles exacerbate this trend, as a focus on near-term sales—and the ability to measure the impact 
of conversion marketing—serves to grow investments in these strategies. By contrast, the sales impact of upper-
funnel marketing can take time to fully materialize. Marketers assuming that half their marketing is working, per 
John Wanamaker’s old adage, would be inclined to say that lower-funnel marketing is the only half that matters.

Yet, conversion-dominated strategies stand in opposition to numerous academic studies that claim upper-
funnel marketing is the best path to growth. The Ehrenberg-Bass Institute, for example, has long argued that 
awareness (or “mental availability”) is the best path to customer acquisition, which is in turn the only true path 
to growth. Some brands have learned the value of awareness the hard way. A wide range of companies across 
categories have made public acknowledgements of missteps in forsaking brand building in the name of increasing 
focus on activation. Gap Inc., Adidas, TripAdvisor and Booking Holdings (formerly Priceline) are just a few of the 
organizations that came to these realizations, citing the need to do more to create and maintain long-term equity.

BRAND BUILDING AND CONVERSION MARKETING HAVE DIFFERENT ATTRIBUTES

BRAND 
BUILDING

CONVERSION

UPPER-FUNNEL MARKETING
Messaging to Influence Consumer Perceptions

Broad Reach

Long Term

Drives Future Sales

LOWER-FUNNEL MARKETING
Messaging to Influence Consumer Purchases

Narrow Reach

Short Term

Drives Immediate Sales

*Sources: The Drum, Nielsen Ad Intel
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THE UNSUNG IMPORTANCE OF AWARENESS 
AND CONSIDERATION
Marketers have always been pressured to deliver measurable ROI for their efforts, but the demand for growth has 
sharpened as the world looks toward a post-pandemic future. As the public (and private) learnings of other brands 
suggest, that growth must be addressed with balanced marketing strategies that re-elevate upper-funnel, brand-
building efforts to work in tandem with the mid- and lower-funnel efforts. Importantly, brand-building efforts are 
a lever to drive sales. Nielsen’s experience base shows that on average, a 1-point gain in brand metrics such as 
awareness and consideration drives a 1% increase in sales.

Upper-funnel efforts also generate an array of ancillary benefits that can drive the efficiency of sales activations. 
For example, Nielsen recently measured how effective a financial services company’s marketing efforts were at 
driving sales across approximately 20 markets. At the onset, brand awareness and consideration for the brand 
varied across the different markets. At the end of the study, Nielsen found that the correlation between the upper- 
funnel brand metrics and marketing efficiency was exceptionally strong (0.73). Accordingly, brands may find it 
worthwhile to build equity not only for the direct benefits to sales, but also for the indirect benefit coming from 
improving the efficiency of activation efforts.
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TRADITIONAL SOURCES OF BRAND EQUITY 
ARE ERODING
We know that there’s never a good time to stop advertising, but the need to drive awareness has never been more 
important for brands. Given the prevalence of choice and access, staying top-of-mind with consumers could be  
the difference maker when a sale is at stake. Nielsen data shows that marketing accounts for 10%-35% of a brand’s 
equity. Equity also comes from visibility, such as seeing a product on the shelf or signage on a storefront, as well 
as regular product usage, such as the subtle reminder about an auto brand every time you drive your car. Brand 
owners often take these non-marketing sources of equity for granted, but today, that’s a risky proposition.  
Here’s why:

Fewer people are driving to stores and shopping inside 
them, which reduces equity support simply because 
people aren’t seeing logos on shelves or on storefronts  
as much.

The online “shelf” is infinite, which makes it increasingly 
difficult for single brands to stand out.

Disrupted supply chains from electronics to auto to 
lumber have affected brand and product availability, 
forcing consumers to try alternatives. The circumstances 
and resulting behavior cause a lost source of equity.

The impact of equity loss is reflected in the differences in brand retention and the trial rates across traditional 
and digital channels. For example, in the U.S. consumer packaged goods (CPG) market, consumers say that 
4.3% of their brick-and-mortar purchases involve a brand they had not purchased before, according to Nielsen 
Commspoint. For online purchases, the metric jumps to 12.1%. The increased rate of new brand purchase is 
entirely at the expense of brands that consumers use regularly. That figure drops from 83% of brick-and-mortar 
CPG purchases to just 72% of online CPG purchases.

This increased pressure on non-marketing sources of equity elevates the importance of marketing in preserving a 
brand’s health.
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MARKETERS, IT’S TIME TO REBALANCE
The rebalancing of marketing strategies before the pandemic by brands like Gap and Adidas speaks to an 
important recognition: Building and maintaining a brand takes more than simply maintaining sales. With that 
insight, brands need to understand that the channels that are great for driving sales may not be ideal for driving 
awareness. While there is a modest correlation between a channel’s effectiveness for upper-funnel efforts and its 
effectiveness for lower-funnel efforts, that isn’t particularly helpful when it comes to making investment choices.

 To illustrate, consider the marketing spend case from an insurance brand below. It highlights just how difficult it 
can be to use lower-funnel impacts to optimize the upper funnel (awareness).

CHANNEL EFFECTS: SHORT- VS. LONG-TERM IMPACTS

INDEX OF EACH CHANNEL’S EFFECTIVENESS VS.  
OVERALL MARKETING EFFECTIVENESS

% of marketing 
spend in channel

Effectiveness in driving  
short-term sales

Effectiveness in driving  
awareness and consideration

Channel 1 30% 87 44

Channel 2 17% 106 92

Channel 3 14% 113 45

Channel 4 8% 115 36

Channel 5 6% 58 44

Channel 6 5% 86 191

Channel 7 4% 169 330

Channel 8 4% 21 103

Channel 9 4% 73 86

Read as: Channel 1 accounted for 30% of the marketing spend for the campaign. Relative to the 30% contribution to spend, Channel 1 produced 
13% less short-term sales than would be expected (based on fair share of spend), and lifted awareness and consideration 56% less than would be 
expected.

Source: Nielsen Marketing Mix Models 
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Across the nine channels, a marketer at the insurance brand could use the sales impact results to reduce 
spending across channels 1 and 5. Measuring more than just sales impact becomes more necessary, however, in 
determining where to increase spending.

With a focus on sales impact only, a marketer would likely prefer to increase spending across channels 3 and 4 
instead of channel 2. But making those allocations could curtail future sales opportunities. It’s also possible that 
a marketer could completely forego increasing spending across channel 6, which actually proved to be significant 
with respect to driving awareness and consideration.

This certainly isn’t the only case that illustrates the importance of measuring brand and sales impact. Studying 
channel effectiveness in driving long-term sales helps marketers understand how strong a particular channel is at 
driving awareness and other upper-funnel metrics that have latent sales effects. Consumers, for example, believe 
television is among the best channels for becoming aware of a brand. Yes, TV is, on average, one of the most 
effective channels for driving long-term sales lift, but every campaign is different—and so is the effectiveness of TV 
across them. We found that in 25% of Nielsen marketing mix studies, TV was in the lowest quintile of all channels 
in producing long-term effects. In a separate 25%, it was the very best.

IN 25% OF NIELSEN BRAND STUDIES, TV WAS IN THE LOWEST 
QUINTILE OF ALL CHANNELS IN PRODUCING LONG-TERM EFFECTS. 
IN A SEPARATE 25%, IT WAS THE VERY BEST.
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THE RIGHT MESSAGE + CHANNEL MIX IS 
CRITICAL FOR GROWTH
When consumers are getting to know a brand, that brand’s messaging is critical. In addition to being aware of 
varying personal need states, brands need to be aware of the broader world they (and their customers) live in. For 
example, a survey conducted by Nielsen and Wizer in second-quarter 2020 found that an overwhelming 90% of 
Americans expressed being more favorable toward companies that were helping consumers during the pandemic. 
Now, more than 14 months into the pandemic, conditions have evolved, with 55% of Americans 18 and older 
believing they could get back to their normal routines this year. Importantly, consumers have likely faced new 
information almost every week during the pandemic, and that information informs their beliefs and mindsets.  
That is where brand messaging comes into play—both in and out of a pandemic. 

Caring for upper-funnel metrics requires a keen alignment between messaging and channel, and this is particularly 
true with brand-building efforts. To illustrate, let’s look at the impact of marketing by message strategy for two very 
different brands: an electronics brand and an auto brand. When we measured the impact in both the short and 
long term, we found: 

• Lower-funnel messaging has a higher short-term impact than upper-funnel messaging, but it doesn’t deliver 
much additional value in the long term.

• Upper-funnel messaging delivers slightly lower short-term results, but it delivers meaningful additional  
value in the long term.

HOW MESSAGE TYPE IMPACTS SALES IN THE SHORT AND LONG TERM

Short-term effectiveness  
index vs. total

Long-term effectiveness  
index vs. total

Auto Brand 
Case

Upper-Funnel 
Message

95 118

Lower-Funnel 
Message

107 82

Electronics 
Brand Case

Upper-Funnel 
Message

93 187

Lower-Funnel 
Message

105 40

Read as: Upper-funnel messaging on an auto brand was 5% less effective than total media in driving short-term sales and 18% more effective than 
total media in driving long-term sales.

Source: Nielsen Marketing Mix Models
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When we look at these two cases through the lens of specific channels, the results are even more illuminating. 
With upper-funnel messaging, video and offline media are very efficient in driving short- and long-term sales. With 
lower-funnel messaging, non-video and online media are more efficient in driving short-term sales than they are in 
driving long-term sales.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MESSAGE STRATEGY AND  
MEDIA CHANNEL ON MARKETING EFFICIENCY

Short-term effectiveness  
index vs. total

Long-term effectiveness  
index vs. total

Auto Brand 
Case Upper-Funnel 

Message

Video vs.  
non-video

Video is ~25%  
more efficient

Video is ~40%  
more efficient

Online vs.  
offline

Offline is ~15%  
more efficient

Offline is ~20%  
more efficient

Lower-Funnel 
Message

Video vs.  
non-video

Non-video is ~10%  
more efficient

Video is ~50%  
more efficients

Online vs.  
offline

Online is ~15%  
more efficient

Offline is ~50%  
more efficient

Electronics 
Brand Case Upper-Funnel 

Message

Video vs.  
non-video

Video is ~25%  
more efficient

Video is ~5x  
more efficient

Online vs.  
offline

Online is ~50%  
more efficient

Offline is ~20%  
more efficient

Lower-Funnel 
Message

Video vs.  
non-video

NA (no lower-  
funnel video)

NA (no lower-  
funnel video)

Online vs. 
offline

Even
Offline is ~40%  
more efficient

Read as: When using upper-funnel messaging on an auto brand, video channels were 25% more efficient than non-video channels in driving short-
term sales and 40% more efficient than non-video channels in driving long-term sales.

Source: Nielsen Marketing Mix Models

Over time, we can see the benefits of optimizing lower- and upper-funnel marketing strategies for both short- and 
long-term sales. A recent study in the auto industry, for example, found that a brand was able to grow incremental 
sales by 12% by optimizing for short- and long-term sales instead of focusing on short-term sales alone. In the 
personal electronics industry, a similar study found that ROI on a brand’s incremental spend would be 8% below 
the baseline if the brand executed the top short-term driven opportunities. Comparatively, the ROI would be 78% 
higher if the brand executed the top long-term driven opportunities.
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While it can be challenging to know how much a brand should lean on short- and long-term objectives, marketers 
should consider a few key questions when making their marketing decisions:

• What are the minimum business requirements in the short term?  

• Does the business have the flexibility to wait for longer-term outcomes?

• How is the rest of the category moving with respect to the balance of upper- and lower-funnel messaging?

In addition to the foundational research from the Ehrenberg-Bass Institute, the case for increased brand building 
has been on the rise since academic research in 2013 from the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising (IPA) claimed 
that brand-building strategies are true long-term business drivers. The IPA even goes so far as to boldly assert that 
the optimal balance between long- and short-term efforts is 60-40. But marketers shouldn’t focus too much on the 
prescribed ratio. Instead, they should assess their brand-building efforts and ensure that they insert a balanced 
share of voice in both upper- and lower-funnel messaging. 
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KEY TAKEAWAYS FOR MARKETERS
MAKE UPPER-FUNNEL MARKETING A MEANINGFUL PART OF YOUR INVESTMENT
• Brands that ignore upper-funnel marketing often see failure.

• Your brand equity might already be deteriorating because non-marketing sources of equity are dissipating— 
brand building can help offset these losses.

• Building your brand drives direct sales impact and improves the efficacy of your activation efforts.

CULTIVATE UNDERSTANDING AND SUPPORT IN YOUR ORGANIZATION  
FOR UPPER-FUNNEL EFFORTS
• Educate the organization about the latent sales impacts of brand building.

• Measure the long-term sales and/or brand equity effects of upper-funnel marketing to build evidence of their 
impact and to instill the need to be patient for the eventual sales results.

 » Don’t assume you can directly apply benchmarks around which channel is best for equity building to your 
brand. Channel effectiveness across campaigns can be very diverse.

 » Measure the impact of lower- and upper-funnel messages separately to demonstrate more visible lifts in the 
intended outcomes (i.e., upper-funnel messages will likely boost brand metrics, while lower-funnel messages 
will likely boost sales; if you mix the two together and measure as one, it may depress the aggregate lift).
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EMBRACE DUALITY OF OBJECTIVES AND THE POTENTIAL FOR CONFLICT  
BETWEEN THE TWO
• Marketers have to meet near-term sales targets and position a brand for future success. These can seem at odds 

with each other for two reasons: budgets are limited and doing more of one may mean doing less of the other; 
and the optimal mix of media channels and message strategies will likely vary when optimizing for only the 
short- or long-term objective.

• Keep in mind that if you could just optimize for one objective and have it work for the other objective, you 
wouldn’t see instances where brands admitted they had gone astray. The experience and science have spoken, 
and they say you need to walk and chew gum at the same time.

• To optimize for both objectives simultaneously:

 » Consider optimizing your marketing mix for total sales (not just for short- or long-term goals). Total sales can 
be a useful target if you’ve already measured both short- and long-term ROI as described above. Alternatively, 
short- and long-term ROI could be weighted based on organizational priorities before combining them for use 
in optimizations.

 » Perform sequential optimization when you lack the total sales impact. For example, marketers can run 
separate simulations that optimize for long-term brand impacts and short-term sales impacts. In a subsequent 
step, marketers can weight those simulation results together to produce a hybrid plan that most effectively 
balances business objectives. Finally, marketers can conduct simulations for hybrid plans to set targets and 
expectations for what the hybrid plan will achieve.

• Develop a plan to stay on course. Once you set a balanced plan, you may encounter challenges to it, particularly 
if short-term expectations are increased or sales fall short of expectations. Consider using frequent short-term 
measurements and optimizations to both prove out that the balanced plan is working and to ensure that any 
changes required are minor and not reversions to unbalanced approaches.

EXECUTE WITH THE MARKET AND WITH SYNERGIES IN MIND
• Remember that the combination of message and channel can drive significant synergies that can boost the 

effectiveness of your marketing efforts.

• Cut your competitive ad data by upper- and lower-funnel creatives so you can measure your share of voice 
within each message strategy. Establish organizational standards about how to classify competitive creatives 
into upper- and lower-funnel so that you can apply your own organization’s unique view of the funnel to the 
competition’s media.
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ABOUT NIELSEN
Nielsen Holdings plc (NYSE: NLSN) is a leading global data and analytics company that 
provides a holistic and objective understanding of the media industry. With offerings 
spanning audience measurement, audience outcomes and content, Nielsen offers its 
clients and partners simple solutions to complex questions and optimizes the value 
of their investments and growth strategies. It is the only company that can offer de-
duplicated cross-media audience measurement. Audience is EverythingTM to Nielsen and 
its clients, and Nielsen is committed to ensuring that every voice counts.

 An S&P 500 company, Nielsen offers measurement and analytics service in nearly 60 
countries. Learn more at www.nielsen.com or www.nielsen.com/investors and connect 
with us on twitter.com/Nielsen, linkedin.com/company/nielsen, facebook.com/Nielsen 
and instagram.com/lifeatnielsen.
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